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Me

● Ilia

● 4th year PhD student at University of Cambridge

● Security background

● Primary research interests:

● Adversarial ML ~ 2 years

● Surveillance research

● Cybercrime

● Funded by Bosch Research Foundation

● Amazing supervisors and collaborators



● Attacks on compressed models

● Attacks on reinforcement learning

● Attacks on point cloud models

● Attacks on NLP

● Some generative modeling and disinformation 

● Some detection work

Re: other AdvML things



Re: other things

● Technical surveillance work
○ Hearing your touch: A new acoustic side channel on smartphones (2019)

○ Hey Alexa what did I just type? Decoding smartphone sounds with a voice assistant (2020)

○ … more to come very soon ...

● Understanding cybercrime over the internet
○ Towards Automatic Discovery of Cybercrime Supply Chains (2019)

○ Turning Up the Dial: the Evolution of a Cybercrime Market Through Set-up, Stable, and Covid-19 Eras (2020)

○ … more to come very soon ...
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Machine Learning

● Machine learning is everywhere

● We operate based on data, not formal rules

● There’s a lot of non-determinism

● It is suddenly hard to define Security

https://xkcd.com/1838/



Computer Security in context of Machine Learning

● Adversarial examples exist for all models

● A large taxonomy of attackers

● Attacks are scalable because of transferability

+ =



Machine Learning in context of Computer Security

● ML is a part of a larger pipeline

● As secure as the weakest component

● Clear threat model

● Safety and Security policies and cases

● Existence of trusted components

● Well defined environment



Machine Learning in context of Computer Security



Machine Learning in context of Computer Security 

Safety looks at average case, Security considers worst case

What is a worst case for an ML component?



Availability

Ensuring timely and reliable access to and use of information. 
(NIST Special Publication 800-12)



Availability



Energy Gap

The amount of energy consumed by one inference pass (i.e. a 
forward pass in a neural network) depends primarily on: 

● The overall number of arithmetic operations required to 
process the inputs; 

● The number of memory accesses e.g. to the GPU DRAM.



Hypothesis 1: Data Sparsity

Optimisations exploit runtime data sparsity to increase efficiency. 

● Zero-skipping multiplications;

● Encoding DRAM traffic to reduce the off-chip bandwidth 
requirement.



Hypothesis 2: Computation Dimensions

Modern networks have a computational dimension

● A large number of NLP models are auto-regressive e.g. RNNs 
and GPT2

● Adaptive input dimensions to help performance e.g. GPT2 uses 
Byte Pair Encoding

● ML components are a part of loop



Hypothesis 2: Computation Dimensions for GPT2

Auto-regressiveness adds an unbounded loop



Hypothesis 2: Computation Dimensions for GPT2

Encoding adds variable I/O representation

Benign with 4 tokens for input of size 16:
Athazagoraphobia => ath, az, agor, aphobia

1 error with 7 tokens for input of size 16:
Athazagoraphpbia => ath, az, agor, aph, p, bi, a

Malicious with 16 tokens for input of size 16:
A/h/z/g/r/p/p/i/ => A, /, h, /, z, /, g, /, r, /, p, /, p, /, i, /



Multiple ways to search for Sponge examples



White-box attack performance with NLP benchmarks



White-box attack performance for CV tasks

Energy is reported in millijoules. GA was ran for 100 
epochs with a pool size of 100. 



Interactive Black-box attack performance against WMT16 En→Fr 

Attack works equally as well optimising energy and latency.



Baseline is at 1ms. Attack performs consistently with multiple 
restarts and the performance is not specific to the throttling of the

Microsoft Azure



● It is possible to attack model availability at inference time in both 
White and Black-box settings

● Attack can target hardware optimisations 
○ For some CV tasks we fully negated benefits from acceleration

● Attacks can target algorithmic complexity
○ For some NLP tasks we managed to get up to x30 energy 

consumption and x27 time

● Occasionally turned off our own GPUs
● Are sponges a primitive AI hacker predicted by Bruce Schneier?

Conclusions [1 / 3]

https://www.schneier.com/academic/archives/2021/04/the-coming-ai-hackers.html



● Pipeline complexity matters

● Machine learning is as secure as its weakest component

● Underlying platform is exploitable 

● Average case is very different from worst case scenario

Conclusions [2 / 3]



Quick break for questions
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A few notes

● A different definition of Availability
○ slowing down model training
○ resetting training progress

● Attacker observes data passing by in batches
○ Can change order of data
○ Inverse of curriculum learning

● In the first epoch attacker is learning the dataset 
● Attack starts at epoch number two

● Whitebox attacker has access to the model
● Blackbox attacker has no access to the model
● No knowledge of the data for both



SGD on average

● Stochastic gradient descent (SGD)

● Actually depends heavily on data order
Data order dependant

Works well on average



Blackbox attack pipeline



Attack taxonomy

● BRRR taxonomy

● Loss-based ordering



Integrity attacks
Performance is 
sometimes 
reduced even if 
contents of 
batches are 
random

If attacker can 
shuffle batch 
contents, models 
memorize and 
fail to generalize



Availability attacks

● 1 epoch of adversarial 
ordering is enough to 
cause significant damage 
to model accuracy

● Can both:
○ Slow down
○ Reset learning



● Can you use natural data to shape an adversarial gradient update?

Batch-order Backdoor (BOB) and poison (BOP)

Natural data Adversarial data

● Enables poisoning of the model, without ever showing adversarial data. 



● Attacker optimizes gradient shaping with random sampling

Batch-order Backdoor (BOB) and Poison (BOP)

Natural dataAdversarial data

● Injects up to 20 BOB batches every 50,000 natural datapoints, 
followed by 80 BOB batches

● Up to 30% of the BOB batches are randomly chosen datapoints, 70%+ 
are controlled by the attacker



Backdoors and poison

Some triggers work as well as if the 
attacker trained with adversarial data

Performance appears to differ 
based on `naturalness` of the 
trigger



● Pipeline complexity matters

● Machine learning is as secure as its weakest component

● Underlying platform is exploitable 

● Average case is very different from worst case scenario

Conclusions [3 / 3] ≅ Conclusions [2 / 3]



Thank you very much for listening!
Massive kudos to my amazing supervisors and collaborators!

Please do not hesitate to reach out in case there are any questions at

ilia.shumailov@cl.cam.ac.uk

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.03463
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.09667

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.03463
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.09667

